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Abstract: Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system is software which integrates all the 

functionalities of an organization in a single application, thereby it streamlines all the business 

functionalities and gives the desired results in one click. The important advantage of ERP system 

is having all the functionalities packed in one application, which helps in identifying all the 

functions required for developing a product from a single resource, helps in reducing 

maintenance of paperwork, documentation, repeated entry etc. This paper suggests the 

implementation of ERP systems using SAP R/3 framework. The advantages of using SAP R/3 as 

ERP system above other ERP systems are discussed. This paper provides information on how 

function modules of SAP R/3 helps organization to possess all the resources that they need. 
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1. Introduction 

ERP systems integrate all the business management functions like planning, 

inventory/materials management, engineering, order processing, manufacturing, purchasing, 

accounting and finance, human resources, etc. ERP software are developed and updated all the 

time keeping in mind to help organizations better. The ERP systems are described as 

“configurable information systems which packages that integrate information and information 

based processes within and across functional areas in an organisation” by K.Kumar and 

J.Hillegersberg[1]. There are many ERP systems like SAP R/3, Oracle, Microsoft Dynamics, 

Infor, Epicor etc. SAP R/3 has been the leading vendor in the ERP market. Its applications are 

not just subjected to Information Technology its application are spread across various other 

industries like agriculture, oil, gas, mining, education, chemicals, clothing and textiles, 

automotives, communication, electronics etc[5]. Large companies like Nestle, IBM, General 

motors etc have implemented SAP R/3 has their ERP system. However, organizational 

experiences and market statistics related to ERP which are reported are contradictory. For 

example, FoxMeyer Drug claims that his company is bankrupt because of implementation of 

SAP R/3 has ERP software[2], whereas Chevron Crop experienced a decrease of 15% in 

purchase cost[3]. 
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This mixture of results makes the issue of implementing SAP R/3 ERP an important 

research element. Through SAP R/3 has the potential of integrating multiple functionalities 

required by organization with a fast and seamless access to single unified information business – 

wide, it is clearly a risk involving approach merely to consider only merits of such system 

besides realizing the complexity associated with unifying both business and technical imperative, 

and the huge organizational changes that this process entails[10]. 

2. Overview of SAP R/3 

This section provides an introduction to SAP R/3, providing an overview of some of its 

characteristics and advantages of using it. 

SAP, the company developing and marketing R/3, is based in Walldorf, Germany. The 

original company name was “Systemanalyse und Programmentwicklung.” SAP now stands for 

“Systems, Applications, and Products in Data Processing.” R/3‟s predecessor R/2, was 

developed for the mainframe environment. The R/3 system was developed to run in a client-

server environment on local area networks. 

R/3‟s popularity among medium to large organisations has been due to several 

characteristics [4]: 

 SAP‟s modular structure allows companies to purchase the modules that they require 

and to link them together in a way that provides the required level of flexibility. 

 SAP‟s highly integrated nature reduces the need for reconciliations. The flexibility of 

the database allows users to quickly locate data at various levels and across modules. 

 The ability to expand the system in the future by adding further modules allows 

companies to take a phased approach to implementing SAP. 

 The ability to easily maintain the system through transactions, tables and master files 

adjustments. 

 SAP‟s ability to work with a number of different currencies and consolidate the 

results of foreign companies. 

 The strong security features that may be set up to control access to transactions and 

data. 

 The comprehensive audit trails that are produced by the standard system as well as 

the ability to access this information on-line. 

 The machine independence of SAP allows users to easily change to a new hardware 

or system software environment that is supported by SAP. 

 The reassurance that comes with using a system that has been comprehensively tested 

and used by many other organisations. 

 The opportunity to benefit from future system improvements. 

 

SAP R/3 Modules: FI - Financial Accounting, CO – Controlling, AM - Fixed Assets 

Management, PS - Project Management System, WF – Workflow Management, IS - Industry 

Solutions, HR - Human Resources, PM - Plant Maintenance, QM - Quality Management, PP - 

Production Planning, MM - Materials Management, SD - Sales & Distribution. In addition, the 

SAP Basis module is a mandatory, underlying component which provides the connection 

between these modules, standard mechanisms for user dialogue, tools for system maintenance 

and enhancement, and the ability to implement security. 
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 SAP R/3‟s three-tier client/server architecture distinguishes between the user interface the 

applications, and the database. Tier One, the user interface, appears at the workstation and 

provides a user-friendly mechanism for users to interact with R/3, entering transactions and 

displaying balances and line items. Tier Two, the applications, may be spread among various 

servers on a network. Tier Three, the database, may be implemented using Oracle or some other 

product. The applications pass data to and from the database as they perform their functions. The 

R/3 system can be configured to suit the size of the organisation by allocating different 

processing systems to database management, application processing and presentation services. 

The various servers can be running any combination of operating systems, for example: 

presentation – Windows 3.1, UNIX, Windows NT, OS/2 and Windows 98; applications - 

Windows NT, UNIX, Open VMS and MPE/iX; and database - Windows NT, UNIX, Open VMS 

and MPE/iX. R/3 may be implemented with Oracle, Informix, and other database systems[9]. 

 All development objects are stored in the R/3 Repository. The following types of objects 

may be under development: dictionary data, ABAP/4 programs, dynpros (interactive programs 

controlling data entry and validation), documentation and help texts. Development objects are 

assigned to programmers and to a development class. Old versions of objects are retained and 

changes are logged to permit reconstruction of earlier versions. R/3 facilitates the establishment 

of a system landscape that separates development, quality assurance and production 

environments, and utilises a Change and Transport System (CTS) to control the transfer of 

changes in development objects from development to testing, and to production [6]. 

 The functionality of R/3‟s modules is claimed to be suitable for most organisations, being 

based on global „best practice‟. However, extensive configuration is still required to customise 

R/3 to the organisation. For example, R/3 provides standard organisational entities suitable for 

external reporting (eg. company code, business area) and internal reporting (eg. controlling area, 

cost centre, profit centre). The organisation must decide how these organisational entities should 

be utilised to meet management‟s reporting requirements. Customising R/3 includes such 

activities as: creating company codes and business areas, identifying the country of operation, 

local currency and language; defining the fiscal year and posting periods; creating charts of 

accounts and financial statement versions; creating general ledger master records, and sub-ledger 

master records; defining terms of payment for customers; and creating tax codes for Goods and 

Services Tax (GST) purposes. R/3 provides software, the Implementation Management Guide 

(IMG), to guide the implementation team through this customisation process. The IMG lists all 

activities for implementing each R/3 module and assists in controlling implementation. 

Accessing the IMG is also a means of understanding the nature of each customisation step 

through its on-line documentation and reviewing the customising settings. 

 SAP R/3 support three modes of processing – on-line interactive, background, batch 

input. With on-line interactive processing, the user enters transaction data or interacts with the 

system using its user interface. Any warning or error messages are displayed on the screen. With 

background processing, the program executes without interactive user input. In batch processing, 

a number of transactions are entered into the system in a batch. Batch input can take place in the 

background where no changes to data can be made during processing or in the foreground where 

errors may be corrected interactively. Batch input may be used for efficiently entering large 

quantities of data into the system from an external, non-SAP system. 
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SAP Module Description and Functionality[7] 

 

Financial Accounting (FI) 
 

Description   Functionality 

General Ledger  ·         Definition of chart of accounts  

      ·         Full Journal processing 

      ·         Month end processing 

      ·         Compliance reporting (fiscal) 

      ·         Group reporting (simple consolidation 

      ·         Opening balances take-on 

 

 

Accounts Payable  ·         A/P processing (enquiry, payments) 

      ·         Automated payment run/cheque printing 

      ·         A/P reporting (aging, analysis) 

      ·         Open-item take-on 

      ·         Master data maintenance 

Accounts Receivable  ·         A/R processing (enquiry, cash receipt) 

      ·         Customer correspondence (Statements) 

      ·         A/R Reporting (aging, analysis) 

      ·         Open-item take-on 

      ·         Master data maintenance 

 

Asset Accounting  ·         Master record creation and maintenance 

      ·         Depreciation Areas 

      ·         Derived Depreciation Areas 

      ·         Calculation of Interest 

      ·         Valuation Methods 

      ·         Depreciation processing 

·         Asset acquisition, retirement and revaluation posting 

      ·         Preparations for year-end closing in Asset Management 

      ·         Carry out year-end closing in Asset Management 

 

Bank Accounting  ·         Basic Function 

      ·         Master Data 

      ·         Cash Balance Management 

      ·         Payment Transactions 

      ·         Information System 

 

 Controlling (CO) 

 

Description   Functionality 

Profit Centre Accounting ·         Master data take-on 

      ·         Profit centres and profit centre groups processing 

      ·         Profit centre distribution and assessment 

      ·         Balance carry forward for profit centre 
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      ·         Direct data entry and allocations 

      ·         Profit centre planning and preparation 

      ·         Integrated profit centre planning 

 

Cost Centre Accounting ·         Revenue / cost element and cost centre processing 

      ·         Planned allocation and reconciliation 

      ·         Actual allocation, distribution, re-posting and assessment 

      ·         Variance analysis 

      ·         Reconciliation with Financial Accounting 

      ·         Similarly handling the internal order postings. 

 

Product Costing  ·         Product cost planning 

      ·         Cost object controlling 

      ·         WIP calculation 

      ·         Variance analysis 

 

Overhead Orders  ·         Master Data 

      ·         Order Planning 

      ·         Order Budgeting 

      ·         Commitments and Manual Funds Reservations 

      ·         Periodic Order Closing 

      ·         Order Summarization 

 

Overhead Projects  ·         Master Data 

      ·         Project Cost Planning 

      ·         Project Budgeting 

      ·         Actual Costs 

      ·         Periodic Project Closing 

      ·         Cost Information System 

 

Materials Management (MM) 

 

Description   Functionality 

Purchasing   ·         Requisitioning of non-stock /stock  items 

      ·         Authorization (requisition release) 

      ·         Purchase order processing 

      ·         Basic contracts processing Including subcontracting 

      ·         Purchase Order printing/output 

      ·         Maintenance of Supplier Master data 

      ·         Vendor management; info records 

 

Inventory Management ·         Full inventory Management of Stock Items 

      ·         Write-offs, adjustments, transfers 

      ·         Physical inventory (stock counting) 

      ·         Standard inventory reporting  

      ·         QC process (quarantine) clearances  
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Invoice Verification  ·         Goods receipt (for 1-way match) 

      ·         Invoice verification (2 or 3-way matching) 

 

External Services Management·      Service master record 

      ·         Service specification 

      ·         Supply sourcing 

      ·         Price comparison list 

      ·         Service entry sheets 

      ·         Work acceptance 

 

Sales & Distribution(SD) 

 

Description   Functionality 

Master Data   ·         Material Maintenance 

      ·         Conditions 

      ·         Agreements 

 

Basic Functions  ·         Free Goods 

      ·         Pricing and Conditions 

      ·         Availability Checks 

      ·         Credit Management 

      ·         Material Determination 

      ·         Output Determination 

      ·         Word Processing 

      ·         Taxes 

      ·         Account Determination 

 

 

Sales     ·         Maintenance of Master Data 

      ·         Availability check 

      ·         Credit Control 

      ·         Contract and quotation processing 

      ·         Sales Order Processing 

 

Billing    ·         Credit Memo Procedures 

      ·         Down Payments 

      ·         Billing request processing 

 

Shipping   ·         Delivery processing 

      ·         Picking 

      ·         Packing 

      ·         Goods issue               

 

Foreign Trade   ·         Basic Functions 

      ·         Communications/ Printing 
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      ·         Import Processing 

 

Sales Support   ·         Basic Data 

      ·         Sales Promotions 

      ·         Sales Activities 

 

Information System  ·         Reporting 

      ·         Planning 

      ·         Interface to Logistics Information System (LIS) 

      ·         Data Collection 

      ·         Early Warning System 

 

Human Resources (HR) 
 

Description   Functionality 

Personnel Administration ·         Personal Data 

      ·         Payroll Data 

      ·         Organizational Data 

      ·         General 
 

Integration with other applications·          Integration with time machines 

Payroll – Gross Pay   ·         Bases 

      ·         Integration with Time Management 

      ·         Shift Change Compensation 

      ·         Activity with Higher Rate of Pay 

      ·         Employee Remuneration Information 

      ·         Wage Type Valuation 

      ·         Incentive Wages 

      ·         Factoring 

      ·         Statistics / Key Figures for Cost Accounting 

      ·         Continued Pay 

      ·        Special Payments 

 

Net Pay   ·         Tax 

      ·         Loans 

      ·         Other Deductions  

      ·         Determining the bank transfer amount 

 

Final Payroll Processing ·         Data Medium 

·         Cash Breakdown List 

      ·         Remuneration Statement 

      ·         Payroll Account 

      ·         Payroll Journal 

      ·         Data Transfer To Other Applications 
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Production Planning 

Description   Functionality 

Basic Data   ·         Bills of Material  

      ·         Work Centre 

      ·         Routing 

      ·         Computer Aided Process Planning 

      ·         Production Resources/ Tools 

 

Sales and Operations Planning·         Basic Data 

      ·         Sales Plan 

      ·         Production Plan 

      ·         Distribution Requirements Planning 

 

Master Planning  ·         Material Forecast 

      ·         Demand Management 

      ·         Master Production Scheduling 

      ·         Long – Term Planning (Simulation) 

 

Material Requirements Planning·         Basic Data 

      ·         Planning Execution 

      ·         Procurement Proposal 

      ·         Planning Evaluation 

 

Production Orders  ·         Order Planning 

      ·         Order Processing 

      ·         Order Closing 

      ·         Information System 

 

 

Plant Maintenance (PM) 

Description   Functionality 

Equipment and Technical Objects·         Equipment 

      ·         Functional Logistics 

      ·         Object Networks 

      ·         Bills of Material (Plant Maintenance) 

      ·         Additional Functions 

 

Preventive Management ·         Task Lists 

      ·         Maintenance Plans 

 

Maintenance Order Management·         Maintenance Notifications 

      ·         Maintenance Orders 

      ·         Capacity and Resource Planning 
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      ·         Confirmations 

      ·         Maintenance History 

 

Maintenance Projects  ·         Project Structure (Plant Maintenance) 

      ·         Networks (Plant Maintenance) 

      ·         Project Management (Plant Maintenance) 

 

Service Management  ·         Installed Base Management 

      ·         Call Management 

 

Information System  ·         Reporting 

      ·         Planning 

      ·         Interface to Logistics Information Library (LIL) 

      ·         Data Collection 

      ·         Early Warning System 
  

Quality Management (QM) 

Description   Functionality 

Quality Planning  ·         Basic Data 

      ·         Inspection Planning 

      ·         QM Control in Logistics 

 

Quality Inspection  ·         Inspection Lot Creation 

      ·         Results Recording 

      ·         Inspection Lot Completion 

      ·         Appraisal Costs 

      ·         Sample Management 

 

Quality Control  ·         Information System 

       ¨ Reporting 

       ¨ Planning 

       ¨ Data Collection 

       ¨        Logistics Information Library 

       ¨        Early Warning System 

      ·         Active Quality Control 

       ¨ Quality Level 

       ¨        Control Charts  

¨  Update of Vendor Evaluation 

 

Quality Certificates  ·         Basic Data for Certification 

      ·         Certificate Creation 

 

Quality Notifications  ·         Creating Quality Notifications 

      ·         Processing Quality Notifications 

      ·         Nonconformity Costs 
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Human Capital Management 

Description   Functionality 

Recruitment   ·         Workforce Requirement and Advertising 

      ·         Applicant Administration 

      ·         Applicant Selection 

 

Career Management  ·         Planning an employee‟s professional career 

 

Succession Management ·         Looking for suitable candidate to fill vacant posts 

 

Training and Development 

 

Performance Management ·         Appraisals 

 

Compensation Management  

o Administration 

o Compensation Plans 

       ¨       Compensation Packages 

       ¨       Fixed Compensation 

Personnel Costs Planning 

 

 

Business Intelligence 
 

Description 

Business Information warehouse  

 

Enterprise Planning and Budgeting  

 

Productivity Pack 

Functionality: Training guides 

Project Systems (PS) 

 

Description   Functionality 

Structures   ·         Operative Structures 

      ·         Templates 

Document   ·         Document Processing      

   ·         Projects Texts 

http://www.blogger.com/post-edit.g?blogID=4916019939085231388&postID=5510466616995366968
http://www.blogger.com/post-edit.g?blogID=4916019939085231388&postID=5510466616995366968
http://www.blogger.com/post-edit.g?blogID=4916019939085231388&postID=5510466616995366968
http://www.blogger.com/post-edit.g?blogID=4916019939085231388&postID=5510466616995366968
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Costs  ·         Costs 

  ·         Budgets       

·         Actual Costs       

·         Automatic and Periodic Allocations 

Revenue and Earnings ·         Planning Revenue 

    ·         Actual Revenue and Forecast 

·     Results Analysis 

 

Payments   ·         Planned Payments      

    ·         Actual Payments and Forecast 

Dates    ·         Time Scheduling 

·         Network Plan Scheduling 

Capacities   ·         Planning 

·         Shift Planning 

      ·         External Services Management 

 

Material   ·         Bill of Materials Transfer 

·         Procurement 

      ·         Delivery 

 

Confirmation   ·         Confirmation of Network Activities 

      ·         Time Sheet 

      ·         Decentralized Confirmation 

Information System  ·         Project Reports  

·         Graphs 

      ·         Trend Analyses 

      ·         Responsibility Accounting 

      ·         Interface and Enhancements 
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  3. Advantages of Using SAP R/3 

  

  In this section we will discuss the advantages of using SAP R/3 for implementing ERP 

systems in comparison with similar tools[8]. 

 

     The R/3 software package is designed to allow businesses to effectively and efficiently 

operate a variety of business processes within a single integrated information system. 

    The software is customizable using SAP's proprietary programming language, ABAP/4. 

R/3 is scalable and highly suited for many types and sizes of organizations and runs on 

six different platforms.  

     SAP‟s R/3 has been designed to be the best ERP system in the four areas of human 

resources, financial, supply chain management, and marketing. R/3 is also an 

international product, and meets the local fiscal, language, and tax requirements of most 

countries. 

     SAP‟s R/3 is very versatile, as it will operate on six different platforms, including the 

recently added Microsoft Vista. 

    The R/3 package includes several very attractive features like it has a three-tier 

client/server system. Providing three tiers offers scalability and easier adaptation to the 

specific needs of large companies and fast-growing companies. 

     R/3‟s modules are organized by the functional areas of financial, human resources, 

supply chain management, and marketing. While information is entered separately for 

each specific module, the modules are fully-integrated and provide real-time applications. 

This means that data entered into one module is immediately and automatically updated 

and reflected in all oft the functional areas. 

     Financial and managerial accounting tools in SAP R/3 are contained in the financial 

accounting (FI) and the controlling (CO) modules. The General Ledger function in the FI 

module provides a comprehensive record of all information needed for external financial 

reporting. The accounting data is complete and accurate because the SAP system fully 

integrates all business transactions that were entered from all the operational areas of a 

company. In addition to the FI and CO modules, the SAP system includes the Investment 

Management (IM), Sales and Distribution (SD), Materials Management (MM), and 

Human Resources (HR) modules. 

     Management accounting tools in SAP R/3 are cost center accounting, internal orders, 

product costing, and activity based costing, profitability analysis and profit center 

accounting. 

     SAP was the first to implement integrated treasury capabilities. This attractive feature 

allows a corporate treasury department to function as an in-house bank by automating the 

control of cash flow, investment trades, and portfolio management. 

    R/3 also provides for a "single data entry point" where the data entered from any location 

is instantly sent to all other appropriate modules in the ERP system. 

    SAP R/3 is organized with the concept that a business operates as a series of processes, 

which means that the company implementing R/3 may have to change and reorganize 

itself to properly fit with R/3 and use it effectively. 
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 Though the above points convinces  organisations to implement their ERP 

systems using Sap software there are cons associated too, which are going to be 

addressed in next section. 

 

  

 4. Disadvantages of Using SAP R/3 

 

 This section focuses on the disadvantages of using SAP r/3. 

 

 Expensive: It is well known fact that when a system as  so many functionalities as 

SAP do the price paid to well that software is very expensive. The same stands 

true in the matter of SAP, as this entails software, hardware, implementation, 

consultants, training, etc. Or you can hire a programmer or two as an employee 

and only buy business consulting from an outside source, do all customization and 

end-user training inside. That can be cost-effective. 

 Non-Flexible: Vendor packages may not fit a company's business model well and 

customization can be expensive. 

 Another disadvantage is ROI(return on investment) may take too long to be 

profitable. 

 Implementation of SAP R/3 have a risk of project failure. 

 

 

5.Future Work 

 

  Though lot issues are raised in this paper future work may include focusing on each module 

in SAP R/3 in an elaborated manner. Since the modules in this paper are very brief this paper 

may motivate in doing research in each of the modules and listing out pros and cons in them an 

help them serve organisations better. 

 

    6.Conclusion 

    

  This paper provided brief information on pros and cons of using SAP R/3 for implementing 

ERP Systems. The modules with functionalities provided by them in SAP R/3 convince 

organizations to use SAP R/3 as there ERP system. This paper motivates in several research 

opportunities which are outlined above.  
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